
American theatre performance. This inclusive catalog will prompt new investiga-
tions into the critical intersections McLaughlin and Parry suggest throughout the
book. Broadway Goes to War will undoubtedly inspire other scholars to further
inquiry, and I, for one, can’t wait for the sequel.
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Institutional Theatrics: Performing Arts Policy in Post-Wall Berlin

By Brandon Woolf. Performance Works. Evanston, IL: Northwestern University
Press, 2021; pp. xii + 268, 24 illustrations. $99.95 cloth, $34.95 paper, $34.95
e-book.
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Berlin’s theatre culture easily excites scholars and artists because of the city’s finan-
cial support for and never-ending crises in the theatres. This excitement is obvious
in Brandon Woolf’s Institutional Theatrics: Performing Arts Policy in Post-Wall
Berlin for those familiar with Berlin’s theatre culture. Woolf also provides detailed
descriptions of the theatres, performances, buildings, and protests for those new to
it. He achieves writing such a compelling book not only through extensive archival
research but also by analyzing mundane performances both at the theatres and on
the streets. Although much has been written on Berlin theatre, Woolf offers a new
perspective “by examining the intersections of performance and policy” to demon-
strate how politicians support but simultaneously limit the theatres (2). Analyzing
various theatre institutions and practices, he explores “theater’s changing role in a
changing society” since German unification in 1990 (2). The author argues that
“understanding performance as itself a form of policy can help us understand
the ways artists engage systems of state support” (8).

To discuss the idea of “performance as itself a form of policy” and his notion of
“institutional dis/avowal[s],”whichmeans accepting or resisting theatre’s institutional
structures and state funding for theatres,Woolf structures his book in twomain parts,
“State-Stages” and “Free-Scenes,” with two chapters in each part (11). In Part 1, he
examines traditional state-funded theatres to show how performance manifests itself
as policy in institutions andhow theatre institutions avow state fundingwhile disavow-
ing policies made without theatre makers’ involvement in the process. In Part 2, he
investigates nontraditional theatre institutions that receive project-based state funding
to demonstrate how independent performance groups disavow the theatres’ problem-
atic institutional structures and director’s dominance on theatre productions and
explore new institutional forms. To do so, Woolf draws on Christopher Balme’s and
Peter Boenisch’s scholarship on contemporary Berlin theatre and employs theories
developed by Theodor W. Adorno, Tony Bennett, Toby Miller, George Yúdice,
Judith Butler, Shannon Jackson, and Hans-Thies Lehmann.
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Chapter 1 investigates the closure of the State-Stage Complex—the house for the
Schiller Theater, the Schiller Werkstatt (Studio) Theater, and the Schlosspark
Theater—in former West Germany. Woolf shows how the Berlin Senate’s decision
to close the complex sparked public protests in which both theatre artists and audi-
ences participated. Highlighting the tension between politicians and theatre makers,
Woolf illustrates how institutional disavowal appeared in the protests. This chapter
shows the paradox of state-funded theatres’ financial dependence on the state and
their resistance to recklessly made policies.

Chapter 2 looks at Frank Castorf’s Volksbühne, where Castorf directed Bertolt
Brecht’s first Lehrstück (Learning Play), The Baden-Baden Lesson on Consent, to inves-
tigate how Brecht developed the play with his collaborators for “artistic, theoretical,
political, and institutional exploration” (64). While juxtaposing Castorf’s production
of Lehrstück in 2010 with Brecht’s original production in 1929, the author offers
thick descriptions of Castorf’s production to help the reader not only understand
why this reworkingofBrecht’s playmattered, but alsohow “Castorf’s unique art of insti-
tutional dis/avowal” appeared in his theatre making (96). Woolf contends that Castorf
did “imagine, and subsequently enact, a new kind of public—and publicly supported—
theater in post-Wall Berlin” by putting Brecht’s Lehrstück theory into practice to
improve the theatre’s social function (69). Woolf clearly shows that Castorf repudiated
the theatre’s outdated institutional structures and practices while still supporting the
state theatre’s transformation in post-Wall Berlin.

Chapter 3 begins exploring the role of “the free-scene” (22) in Berlin theatre.
Woolf explores how interdisciplinary artists and curators created “a new kind of
temporary performance institution” called “People’s Palace” to transform the
Palast der Republik—an unused building—into a temporary performance space
(119). Underscoring “a performative turn in architecture,” he further investigates
how the Palast—loaded with memories—inspired experimental durational perfor-
mances while waiting to be demolished. The author also raises questions to high-
light performance’s relation with architecture: “Can a built structure dis/avow
itself?” (114). “Can a construction site turn into a cultural place?” (116).
Although a built structure cannot dis/avow itself alone, interdisciplinary artists
and curators can use the building to avow its significant role in post-Wall Berlin
while disavowing the policies made to demolish the Palast.

Chapter 4 focuses on another free-scene group, andcompany&Co., to demon-
strate how it defies the theatre’s institutional hierarchy by resisting the label of
Regietheater (director’s theater). He uses thick descriptions again to explain how
andcompany&Co.’s (Coming) Insurrection embodies free-scenes’ dis/avowals
onstage. Analyzing the performance at Hebbel am Ufer (HAU), a performance
complex that presents Berlin’s free-scene groups, the author contends that
(Coming) Insurrection promotes “conversations about performance and precarity
in a neoliberal economy” (141). Although the artists of andcompany&Co. collabo-
ratively created performances by maintaining their creative autonomy, they faced
many challenges due to lack of financial support. This chapter, therefore, plays a
crucial role in showing the paradoxical existence of independent theatre groups/
free-scenes that demand both creative independence and economic security. And
the question Woolf asks—“How free is the free-scene after all?”—underlines the
paradox (152).
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Institutional Theatrics aptly elucidates how performance and policy intersect
in temporary and permanent theatre institutions in post-Wall Berlin. Whereas it
strongly disavows “the long-standing tradition of state-subsidized theater in
Berlin,” it makes scant effort to disavow male dominance at the Berlin theatres
(8). It also leaves the reader with a question: How have the burning issues of migra-
tion, citizenship, and nationalism impacted performing arts policies in post-Wall
Berlin? It is understandable that Woolf does not address the question, however,
because his primary focus is to explicate the complex relationship between perfor-
mance and policy. Although he leaves this to other theatre and performance schol-
ars for further exploration, Woolf makes a significant contribution to theatre
studies, performance studies, German studies, and cultural studies.
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Street Theatre and the Production of Postindustrial Space:
Working Memories

By David Calder. Theatre: Theory—Practice—Performance. Manchester:
Manchester University Press, 2019; pp. x + 205, 21 illustrations. £80/$120 cloth.
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The relationship among performance, space, and site has become a firm fixture
within theatre studies discourse. From the site-specific theatre operating at the
fringes of the discipline in the 1980s to the advent of theatrical powerhouses
such as Punchdrunk, and with the Royal National Theatre developing site-based
works in recent decades, the genre has become a key facet of modern performance.
This has resulted in discussions around such work becoming more nuanced and
specific, as is the case in David Calder’s Street Theatre and the Production of
Postindustrial Space: Working Memories. As is indicated by the title, Calder’s
work is primarily concerned with how theatre interacts with ideas and concerns
raised by postindustrialism, and indeed how such work engages communities
affected by the decline of industry in Europe.

The book draws upon Calder’s research into French street theatre by exploring
four performance works ranging from 1977 to 2015. This is a clear decision made by
the author, and one he delineates in the introductory chapter. However, while each
work discussed is given with extensive sociocultural context, the extreme specificity of
the book can feel myopic at points. While the depth of information and insight
offered by Calder is consistently excellent, the book may have been strengthened
by even a short summary of similar works in other countries, particularly for an
Anglophone audience. This being said, the author’s level of expertise is clear through-
out, and there is a confident, informed tone to the writing that draws on necessary
philosophical points of reference without overwhelming the text with citations.
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